
I It
Adequnte defence agai.rst aggression - external and domestic - is .

only one aspect of a policy of peace . Another is the necessity of conducting
our external affairs with a view to removing the causes of international
conflict ; political, social and economic . The Canadian Governraent is com-
mitted to that policy in its relations with other states . The Canadien
Government is also pledged to support the United Nations and the manner of
our participation in its tzork proves our good faith in fulfilling that
pledge . Canada is no country's sc.~tel2ite at Lake Success . The facts of
voting there prove that . No communist state has ever - except by accident -
vcted against the U .S .S .R. Canada's record, however, is different, and
Canadian delegations without fear or favour have supported United Nations
policies that in our opinion make for peace ; and have opposed those that
do not .

it
The Cü .:c.dian Government recognizes, hoirevur, that mainly, though

net entirely, becauso of the obstructive tactics of the U .S .S .R., the
United. Nations cannot now guar•antc;e any state's security . Until, therefore,
the United Nations becomes more effective for this purpose, and we will
support any good move to that end, the Canadian Government supports
regional security arrcnge,r!ents such as the North Atlantic Pact . In present
circumstances, these are essential complements to world-wide collective
arrangements . They threaten no one who does not conte=plate aggressio:I .

it
The North Atlantic Treaty is not and never was intended to be ex-

clusively military . It is no alliance of the old-fc.shicned type . In fact,
Canada took the lcad in having inserted in it an article cc1] .3.ng upon the
signatc-ry pr-tirers to strengthen their free institutions and to bring about
total understanding of the principles upon which these institutions were
founded and in this way promote conditions of stability and econeraic well
being. This same article imposed an obligation to terminate conflicting
international economic palicies end to encourage international economic co-
c.)eration . The implementation of this article, as one more step toward
peace, is one of the points mhich the Canadian Delegation to the meeting of
the North Atlantic Council will discuss in London next week .

it
Unforttuiate? y, co-o, eration, economic and social,, with the U .S .S .R.

and its satellite states is not now possible . ?dr,ny overtures have been made
by the western democracies for the purpose of encouraging easy and normal con-
tacts between our people and the people of the Soviet Union . These aprroaches
have been systematically rebuffed .

it The road to universal pence is not easy. In the faca of determined
aggressive and expansionist Soviet ii :.perialism the leaders and i.ecples of
the free world r,-ill require paticnce to overcome the difficulties which lie in
the way. Impatience which erpresses itself in provocative tactics Must be
opposed from whatever source it comes - friendly or u^.friendly . In addition,
we will require strength, intelligence, imagination cnd sincerity . As I had
occasion to say recently in the House of Com.acns, "i7e must never givcs up try-
ing. We must not . . . refuse to examine any j.roposr.l from any quarter ti:Lich
may be put forwnrd" . i►e izust, however, be on our guard against any false
sense of peace and security . We must be watchful of the pitfalls into which
er_sy catchwords of cor=unist propaganda can lead us .

it
In ccnclusion, I give you the assurance that for its ,,art, the

Canadian Govurnnent, with the support of the C_nr.dian people, will do its bz3t
to preserve per-cc, to promote progress and to guarantee our security against
aggression . "


